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a b s t r a c t

This study presents bi-level decisionmakingmodel for themanagement ofmunicipal solidwastes (MSW).
The model starts with waste disposals by the people, followed by its collection and distribution to the
respective waste treatment facilities (WTF) and disposal centre. The loop continued to the transportation
of untreated waste from treatment facilities to disposal centres and finally the transportation of products
from treatment facilities to differentmarkets. Minimizing the net transportation cost andmaximizing the
revenues generated from treatment facilities are considered as objective functions of first and second level
respectively. Assuming the uncertainty in transportation, concept of cost reliability in the transportation
cost is incorporated. Decisions are made successively from the first level to the second level. Decision
variables are partitioned between the two levels and are called as controlling factors. Linear membership
functions for fuzzily described objective functions and controlling factors are constructed to obtain the
final solutions. Fuzzy Goal Programming is then applied to obtain the final solutions. Finally, we provide
a numerical illustration to illustrate and justify the proposed model. The model could be extended by
including the transportation mechanism of the used and rejected products from the customers forming a
closed loop network of solid waste management.

© 2018 Institution of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

With an increasing rate of population, the generation rate of2

wastes has also been increased over several years. Management3

of wastes thus becomes one of the prime concerns for urban4

communities throughout the world. With insufficient landfill ca-5

pacities and inefficient waste management systems, an optimal6

solution considering economic and technical aspects is greatly7

needed. Many deterministic models have been formulated for8

planning solid waste management. Hsieh and Ho (1993) and Lund9

et al. (1994) used linear programming techniques to plan the10

disposals and recycling management for solid waste. Chang and11

Wang (1997) consider various environmental impacts such as air12

pollution, noise and leachate effects, traffic congestion as multi-13

objective decision planning model for solid waste management.14

Waste management modelling may involve multiple objectives to15

be dealt with such as minimization of transportation cost, maxi-16

mization of profits, reducing environmental impacts etc. Manage-17

ment system for MSW consists of landfills and WTF to deal with18

unusable and useable wastes respectively. Useable wastes can be19
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processed under different operations to be used for generating 20

different products under different treatment facilities, whereas 21

unusable wastes need to be dumped into landfills. Moreover, un- 22

treatedwaste from different treatment facilities finally dumps into 23

landfills. Municipal Solid Waste Management (MSWM) needs to 24

be composed with wastes collection centres and wastes distribu- 25

tion centres. Waste distribution centres separate and distribute 26

wastes to WTF and landfills. Wastes that are reached to WTF, after 27

undergoing different operations are turned into useful products. 28

This paper also considers the transportation plans for WTF to 29

different markets. The loop ends when the products reach to the 30

customers, who initially dump waste to collection centres. The 31

waste flow rate over the network of a place depends upon the rate 32

of generation of wastes, inventory holding capacities of collection 33

centres, distribution centres, WTF and disposal centres. 34

Inventory capacity is the ability of a centre to hold certain 35

amount of waste at any time during the operational process. The 36

waste under different treatment facilities is used for different pur- 37

poses. Some facilities utilize waste in the manufacture of different 38

products while some utilize them for the production of electricity 39

also known as incinerators. The delay in the transportation of 40

waste causes operational problems for treatment facilities utiliz- 41

ing waste as the raw products for the manufacture of desired 42
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products. Moreover incinerators need continuous and timely sup-1

ply of wastes, failing of which compels them to search for other2

supplies of wastes causing an extra burden and an extra cost. MSW3

management decisions involve uncertainties at different steps to4

be dealt, ignoring of which result in less efficient and costlier5

management system.Waste generation rate differs under different6

times resulting an uncertainty in the system.7

Decision making under waste management systems is gener-8

ally decentralized where decision makers are present at different9

levels. The main objective or the leader‘s interest lies mainly in10

minimizing the system cost where as the sub units under the11

control of leader may have their different objective functions or12

interests. Considering the needs of continuous and timely supplies13

of waste to treatment facilities and the uncertainties prevailing in14

the process, the concept of cost reliability in transportation costs15

is introduced. Municipal solid waste management becomes more16

complex when decision makers are considered to be present at17

different levels. Moreover addition of cost reliability in system cost18

makes the problem more complex to solve. These complexities19

have been dealt in this paper by formulating the MSW manage-20

ment problem as a bi-level decision making model when the con-21

cept of cost reliability is incorporated in system cost. In order to22

reflect the practicability of the proposed model, the objectives or23

the goals of the problemare considereduncertain and are knownas24

fuzzy goals. MSW management problem has not been formulated25

yet as bi-level decision making model as per the best knowledge26

of authors. Also, incorporation of cost reliability in MSW manage-27

ment is also the first attempt to the best of our knowledge. Thus it28

is the first attempt to formulate MSW management problem as a29

decentralized bi-level decision making problem when the system30

costs are represented by cost reliabilities.31

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains32

a relevant literature of solid waste management problem and bi-33

level programming. Section 3 contains the methodology to deal34

with the proposed model in the paper and this section thus con-35

tains the general formulation and the procedure for solving bi-level36

programming problems. Section 4 contains the model formulation37

for fuzzy bi-level MSWmanagement problemwhen cost reliability38

is incorporated in system cost. Section 5 contains the implementa-39

tion of proposed bi-level decision making model using LINGO13.040

and the analysis of results generated. Conclusions are present in41

Section 5 along with some future directions.42

2. Literature review43

2.1. Solid waste management44

There is a good amount of work present in literature related to45

waste management. Solid waste management involves different46

criteria to be handled and it involves different parameters to be47

considered. Perlack and Willis (1985) presented multi-objective48

modelling for waste disposal planning. The study involves the49

objectives of net economic benefit, environmental impact and50

variability of impacts. Sheu (2007) presented a multi-objective51

reverse logistic model for the treatment of multi-source hazardous52

waste. They consider a high technology manufacturing zone for53

data collection and numerical implementation. The study includes54

total reverse logistics operating cost and corresponding risks to55

be minimized as objective functions. Ahluwalia and Nema (2006)56

proposed a reverse logistic model for optimum configuration of57

computer waste management facilities. The model also involves58

the allocation of wastes to the facilities (segregation, storage,59

processing, recycle and disposal). The objectives of minimizing60

environmental risk and cost are considered under themodelwhich61

is solved by the linear programming method. Yu et al. (2012) pro-62

posed a decision support system for simulation and optimization of63

municipal solid waste based upon multi-objective programming. 64

The study consists of conflicting objectives namely minimization 65

of operating costs and environmental risks as well as the maxi- 66

mization of resources utilization and equity. The model presented 67

in the study is a five level model starting from waste collection 68

to distribution and then to recycling. Fourth level comprises of 69

waste treatment facilities and disposal unit forming the last level. 70

Chen et al. (2014) proposed a chance constrained model based on 71

inexact inventory theory for solid waste management. The model 72

aimed at minimizing the system cost when the uncertainties are 73

present in co-efficient and/or parameters of both objective func- 74

tions and constraints. Zhai et al. (2016) presented a programming 75

approach based on factorial dual interval programming to deal 76

with uncertainties in waste management system. The approach 77

handle the single and dual interval uncertainties present in the 78

objective functions and constraints. Zhang et al. (2016) proposed 79

an approach for themanagement of flow back and producedwater 80

during the production of shale gas. They considered the objective 81

of minimizing the total system cost constrained by capacity re- 82

strictions and demand fulfilments. Xiong et al. (2017) presented a 83

model for waste management system where the service providers 84

also known as operators not only compete in the waste market 85

but also require the service of other units. The model thus pre- 86

sented in the study is also termed as symbiotic in nature. Yadav 87

et al. (2017) proposed a model for selecting the economically best 88

locations of transfer stations for the management of solid waste 89

considering multi-parameter uncertainty prevailing in different 90

parameters such as waste generation rates and costs. They used 91

the interval optimization approach to solve the model proposed 92

in the study. An efficient waste management system is one that 93

results theminimum system cost and producesmaximumbenefits 94

in terms of revenue. Soltani et al. (2017) analysed the impacts of 95

uncertainty on decision making using different assessment meth- 96

ods such as sensitivity analysis, fuzzy analytical hierarchy process 97

and Bayesian games. Assessing the present literature of solidwaste 98

management, the present paper certainly fills the gap by introduc- 99

ing a model with decentralized structure alongside incorporating 100

cost reliability. 101

2.2. Bi-level programming 102

Bi-level programming executes the hierarchical structure of de- 103

cisionmakingwhere leader first solves his problem in isolation and 104

then provides the values of his controlling factors. Follower tries to 105

find his solutions in view of the policies adopted by the leader in 106

the form of his controlling factors. Various approaches (Bialas and 107

Karwan (1984), Sakawa and Nishizaki (2002) are present in the lit- 108

erature to deal with bi-level programming problems. Cutting plane 109

methods and parametric solution approaches for bi-level program- 110

ming is developed by Dempe (1995). Baky (2009) used fuzzy goal 111

programming technique to solve bi-levelmulti-objective problems 112

and extended the algorithm to deal with fractional objectives 113

under the bi-level structure. The study considers the formulation 114

of membership functions for fuzzily described goals and decision 115

variables under the control of leader using fuzzy set theory. Zhang 116

et al. (2012) proposed an improved particle swarm optimization 117

algorithm to solve bi-level programming problems with multiple 118

objectives at each level. Emam (2013) presented an interactive 119

approach for solving bi-level multi-objective problem under two 120

stages. The first stage is concerned with finding the convex hull 121

formed by the set of constraints and the conversion of fractional 122

objectives into equivalent linear objectives while final results us- 123

ing constraint method are obtained under second stage. Birla et 124

al. (2017) presented an alternative approach for solving bi-level 125

programming problem by removing the redundant constraints 126

causing the elimination of cycling so as to reach the solution 127
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